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ABSTRACT: Foundation system is a basic part to support structure of cultural heritage but has been considered only as a function to
keep authenticity of the heritage upper structure. Recent trend has changed the situation. Foundation becomes to be considered as an
important part of structure and sometimes to be evaluated as an element of authenticity of heritage based upon unique characteristic in
region as well as of the period that the heritage belongs. This paper describes a short history of authenticity of cultural heritage and
discuss several examples of the authenticity of foundation systems including leaning Pisa Tower, stone masonry in Angkor,
Cambodia, and wooden pile foundation of Great Gate at Itsukushima shrine, Hiroshima, Japan.
RÉSUMÉ : Le système de fondation est un élément fondamental pour soutenir la structure du patrimoine culturel mais il ne lui a été
longtemps considéré comme une fonction que de garder l'authenticité de la structure patrimoniale supérieure. La tendance récente a
changé la situation. La fondation devient un élément important de la structure elle-même et est parfois tenue comme un élément de
l'authenticité du patrimoine basé sur une caractéristique régionale unique ainsi que sur la période à laquelle appartient le patrimoine.
Cet document décrit un bref historique de l'authenticité du patrimoine culturel et discute de l'authenticité de plusieurs exemples de
systèmes de fondation, tels que la Tour Penchée de Pise, la maçonnerie en pierres à Angkor au Cambodge, et les fondations sur pieux
en bois de le Grande Porte à Itsukushima, Hiroshima, au Japon.
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INTRODUCTION

Geotechnical engineering plays one of the important role to
safeguarding cultural heritages and has made such key
contribution as in restoration work for the inclined Pisa Tower.
However, foundations are generally considered as simply
nothing but to support the heritage sturctures and not considered
as a part of the heritage.
However recent trend of conservation of heritage indicates
foundation system has become to be considered as one of the
basic components of the heritage structure. Recent renewal of
an international standard of ISO 13822 on assesment of
structural safety added an Annex “Heritage Structures” and
stressed the importance of the foundation.
In this paper, the new concept of “authenticity of
foundation” is discuused as well as the characteristic elements
of authenticity that should be evaluated and restored.
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AUTHENTICITY

Authenticity was defined in the Venice Charter of 1964 as
heritage composed from original material, original position,
original design as well as original procedure. The comcept of
the Venice Chapter is called “anastylosis(Greek),” which means
“take column back to original position.” Anastylosis implies
that original stone columns spread over in a historical ruin shall
be rebuilt at the original positions. Anastylosis does not give
any values of heritage to such repaired materials as often seen in
wooden structures in Japan. The principle of the anastylosis was
developed along the base of conservation of stone structure in
Europe and resulted in the Venice Chapter.
Later in 1994, the concept of the authenticity was expanded
by the Nara Document on Authenticity to cover various
methods characterized by region to which the heritage belongs.
Region specific method that developed in some area is also
accepted as the characteristic of authenticity.

Character-defining elements are defined as historic materials,
forms, locations, spatial configurations, morphology, concept
and details, structural design, uses, and cultural associations that
contribute to the heritage value of a structure that shall be
retained in order to preserve its heritage value
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AUTHENTICITY OF FOUNDATION

In 2005, ISO 13822(Bases for design of structures –
Assessment of existing structures) was reviewed for renewal.
ISCARSAH(International Scientific Committee on the Analysis
and Restoration of Structures of Architectural Heritage under
ICOMOS) had proposed to include heritage structures in the
standard and worked together for five years. The ISO 13822 has
been updated in 2010, and added an Annex-I (informative)
Heritage Structure, which has expanded the heritage structure to
include foundation as a part of the structures.
The Annex I clearly states as in a paragraph of I.5.3
Authenticity of foundation that “ From the point of view of
conservation, foundations are not different from the rest of the
structure and should be assessed and rehabilitated taking into
consideration their heritage value. This involves the requirement
to identify their authenticity and character-defining elements.”
3.1

Leaning Tower of Pisa

The inclined Pisa Tower was registered in 1987 as World
Heritage by UNESCO.
The construction of the tower started in 1173 and completed
in 1372 on a thick soft clayey ground in northern Italy as shown
in Figure 1. In 1970’, Italian government called for internaional
competetion of proposal to remedy and to restore the monument
but did not carry out due to finacial shortage. In 1990’,
international committee was organized to discuss the restoration
how to conserve the inclined state of the upper structure of of
the tower as it was. After heated discussions, a method to
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extract upper soft clay of the northen side by boring was
adapted in 1998 as a trial test. The soil extraction was succefully
applied and completed in 2001 (Burland,2009).

Figure 3. Geological section in Angkor plain N-S direction
Figure 3 shows geological section of the central part of the
Angkor plain. Angkor plain consists of surface soil layers of
Quaternary with 30-40meters in thickness followed by tertiary
deposit and base rock.

Figure 1. Possible contermeasures for restoration
Figure 1 shows three possible methods to restore the Pisa
Tower. During the selection of possible various methods,
discusions had been focussed upon the keeping the specific
character of the Tower and the structural safety of the upper
strcture. There was a choice to restore the tower at upright
condition without any inclination. However, the state of being
inclined is the specific value of the Pisa Tower, the
characteristic element of the authenticity, the restoring method
is only valid to keep the inclined state within some safety
margine.
We could compare other methods of grouing or pile
foundation to the soil extraction on the base of the authenticity
as follows.
The inclination of the Tower is one of the characteristic
element of the authenticity as an essential factor of the heritage.
There are also important geotechnical factors to have caused the
inclination of the characteristic of the heritage. These are thick
soft clay ground and direct shalllow foundation that also
constitute the characteristic elements of the authenticity.
3.2

Stone masonry in Angkor

Angkor monuments are distributed in a wide region of ancient
Khmer Empire whose basic activities was in a Angkor plain
from Kulen Mountains Ton le Sap Lake in Cambodia as shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 4.
Seasonal change
of N value in
Angkor
Angkor belongs to monsoon region and shows distinctive
climate of rainy season from May to October and dry season
from November to April in a year.
Figure 4 shows changes of strength of SPT N-values at the
same site in Bayon for dry and rainy season. The soil is silty
fine sand and shows the STP value of about N=20 at the surface
in dry season but drops to about N=5 during rainy season.

Figure 2. Angkor Plain
Figure 5. Bayon temple plan and section
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The elements of foundation system of ancient Khmer structure
in Bayon may be characterized as follows,
1) Deep trench and backfilled foundation
2) Materials for foundation system; sandy and clayey soils,
laterite block, and sand stones
3) High and steep retaining system for dense compacted
mound that composes from sand stone, laterite block, and
clayey soil
3.3

medium dense soils of weathered granite with about 15m in
depth followed by granitic rock. (Itsukushima Shrine
Restoration Committee,1958).
The wooden pine piles were not rotten under sea water and
reused for conservation work.
The characteristic element of foundation system for the Great
Gate is thousand piles foundation, which composes of many
densely driven piles with short length compared to depth to base
rock.

Great Gate of Itsukushima Shrine, Hiroshima

Photo-1 shows Great Gate for Itsukushima Shrine.

Photo-1 Great Gate for Itsukushima Shrine, Hiroshima
In 1950, during restoration work, foundation of the gate was
excavated for study the foundation system, which is in Photo-2.

Figure 10 Schematic section of thousand piles for the Great
Gate
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CONCLUSIONS

So far, we discussed with characteristic element of foundation
system for three World Heritage sites.
Shallow direct foundation and soft soil condition for Pisa Tower,
Deep foundation trench and unique conbination of geomaterials for Angkor, and thousand piles system of Great Gate
for Itsukushima Shrine are discussed as the characteristic
element of the foundation. Since the foundation sysytem is
usually hiddened underground and never exposed to public. We,
geotechnical professon, need to explain these specialities to
public.
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Photo.2 Thousand pile foundation for Itsukushima Shrine
Wooden pine piles with about 30cm in diameter were found as
driven in dense condition. The surface soil is weathered granite
with15m in thickness followed by granitic base rock.
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The diameters of the piles are around 30cm and some piles of
the existing foundation were pulled out and were measured as
about 2m. The ground around the site consists from loose and
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